
U70i
Smart USB Document Camera with Intelligent Mic

The AVer U70i is an affordable document camera that combines a modern new look with advanced optics, 
perfect for classroom lessons and lecture capture. Packed with premium features, such as its 13-megapixel 

sensor that allows for crisp 4K images. The U70i’s 16X digital zoom delivers best-in-class performance, 
enabling vibrant ultra-clear images. The new built-in cable management system allows quick and easy 

wrapping, making it the perfect document camera for the modern teachers on the go. This document camera is 
the ideal accessory to keep your students engaged, whether they’re in the classroom or learning remotely.

Both doc cam and webcam
Powered by USB, the U70i can easily connect to your device allowing 
for smooth transitions between lessons. The camera view will 
seamlessly flip between document and webcam mode, providing 
educators with the flexibility to switch between focusing on objects or 
capturing lessons.

13MP
Camera 1080p 60fps Digital Zoom

LED Light
Built-in

Compact. Portable. Ready to go wherever you need it!

Cable
Management

Built-in
Intelligent

Mic

Clear imaging & adaptability
The 13 megapixels camera outputs 4K video at 30 fps or 1080p video 
at 60 fps, giving you options on how to share content with your 
students in the classroom or online. The U70i also has a built-in 
intelligent microphone with AI noise reduction, making your voice 
predominant in a loud environment.

4K30fps 16X



Specifications*

Flexible & portable design
The U70i has an improved, shorter flex arm that locks in place for easy 
carry and travel. The smaller base combined with the exclusive 
brand-new cable management system makes it quicker and easier to 
store and transport it between school and home.

Fully loaded, yet simple
The U70i combines the advanced technology of a high-resolution camera 
with the flexibility necessary to make everyday teaching uncomplicated. 
The built-in intelligent mic and LED lamp allow for a seamless experience 
for both teachers and students alike. To make things even better, AVer 
offers top of the industry inclusive 2-year warranty.

Image

Sensor 1/3.06” CMOS sensor Pixel count 13MP TV lines Center >1400
Corner >900

Output resolution (YUV) 1280x720@10fps, 1024x768@10fps, 960x540@15fps, 640x480@30fps, 640x360@30fps

Output resolution 
(MJPEG)

(11M)3840x2880@15fps, 2160p@30/15fps, 3264x2448@30/15fps, 2592x1944@30/15fps, 2048x1536@30/15fps, 1920x1080@60/30/15fps, 
1600x1200@60/30/15fps, 1280x720@60/30/15fps, 1024x768@60/30/15fps, 640x480@60/30/15fps

Image mirror/freeze On/Off (default: off, via 
software)

Image white balance/ 
exposure

Auto/manual (via 
software)

Image brightness/
contrast/saturation

Auto/manual (via 
software)

Auto Rotation Yes (via G sensor 
control)

Audio Function Noise reduction Image rotation (FW) 0°/180°

Optics

Shooting area Larger than A3: 440 x 
330mm (at output 2048 
x 1536 /30fps)

Zoom 16x digital zoom (via 
software)

Focus Auto Focus/manual via 
software

Interface / Connectivity

Capture Keypad, take a snapshot 
(via software)

AF Keypad, initiates the 
Auto Focus (10 cm to 
infi nity)

LED Keypad, turns on the 
LED light

Power indication Yes (Green) Rotate Keypad (Long press on 
Capture button)

G sensor Slide switch, on/off

Noise reduction Slide switch, on/off USB Type-A out ; USB 2.0 
Video Class B(UVC) 
interface

Mic Built-in mic
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Function

Kensington lock Yes Image rotation 0°/180° Recording Yes (via software)

Capture mode Yes (via software) Flicker fi lter control Yes (50/60Hz) Remote control No

OSD No

Compatibility

USB UVC/UAC 
compliant

Yes Operating systems Windows 7/ 10/ 11, MacOS® X 10.15, 11,12, Chrome OS™ 88 or later

AVer software Sphere2 (Win), AVerTouch (Win/Mac), Sphere Lite (Chromebook store extension)

Mechanical specifi cation

Operating Operating: 290 x 184 x 384mm
Folded: 218 x 206 x 43mm

Net Weight 1.5 +/- 0.1kg (without package)

Power source

Power source Powered from USB Connection (USB 2.0) Consumption < 2.5 Watt with LED lamp ON

Others

Ordering Info SKU: VSIONU70I

Package contents

U70i unit, USB cable (type A from machine directly) (cable length 1.5M), Warranty card (by region), Quick guide

Warranty

2 years


